
An event based system

Object:
The artifacts

Place:
The mound and 
the burials

Time:
Some time in 1909

Actor:
Mr. Eyvind de Lange

Event type:
Found in an excavation

An interdisciplinary digital library for cultural and natural heritage

The Unit for Digital Documentation at the Faculty of Arts, University of Oslo

The databases are accessible 
both on specially developed 
end user applications 
written in Delphi and via 
the WWW. 

Separate windows allowing 
the user to define the layout 
of both search and result  
grids. The layouts are stored 
in the database.

Each object type has one or 
several object viewers 
presenting the data connected 
to a given object.

A common media file repository

The Universities' Collection Databases are an interdisciplinary database system developed by The Unit for Digital Documentation. The database 
system is designed and used for the management of collections held in university museums and other collection departments at four Norwegian 

universities. It covers archaeology, ethnography, botany, zoology, numismatics, history of art, place name studies and lexicography. It is the main 
database system for the Norwegian University Museum Project, a major database cooperation between four university museums in Norway.

Electronic maps (GIS)

<FIL NAVN="1875.SGM"><ADMDATA> <MNAVN>BERGEN 
MUSEUM </MNAVN><AAR>1875 
</AAR></ADMDATA><INNLEDN>FORTEGNELSE OVER 
BERGENS MUSEUMS TILVÆXT AF OLDSAGER I 1875. AF A. 
LORANGE. </INNLEDN>
…
<NRAVSN><TILVNR>55.</TILVNR> 
<FELLESDATA><FUNNKAT>Gravfund</FUNNKAT> fra
<PERIODE>folkevandringstiden</PERIODE> fra
<FSTED><GNAVN>Nedre Stedje</GNAVN>, 
<SOGN>Stedje</SOGN> sogn, <PGJ>Sogndal</PGJ> pgd. 
<AMT>Nordre Bergenhus</AMT> amt</FSTED></FELLESDATA>. 
<UNRDATA><UNR>I.</UNR> <UUNRDATA><UUNR>a.</UUNR> 
<GJDATA><GJSTAND>Vævske</GJSTAND> av

Electronic text
with XML mark-up

Images and facsimiles

Common interface tools and database 
functionality for all collections.

Common database solutions for 
common data types like geographical 
data, bibliographical data, data about 
persons, classification systems in 
cultural and natural history, and so on.

The user interfaces are created at run 
time from a meta database storing the 
structure of the object types and their 
connections.

An Object oriented model and generic user interface

The data are connected through events. The 
events are used to model what (may) have 
happened: excavations, expeditions, 
conservation etc. An event connects actor(s) 
and object(s). The event has happened at some 
time and at some place.

The event editor is used to link together the 
constituents of an event.

The event system is conformant to the CIDOC 
Conceptual Reference Model (ISO 21127).

http://www.edd.uio.no/

Documents, facsimiles, maps, sound recordings, drawings and images are stored in electronic form in a common media file repository accessible 
from all the discipline specific sub systems. A media object like a photo of an artifact may be shared by a scientific archaeological system, a 

museum collection management system and an e-learning system for students of the history of arts.
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